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BACKGROUND

This matter arose as a result of an anonymous complaint from an inmate at the North

Slave Correctional Centre. The Complainant felt that his right to speak with his legal

counsel in private was being interfered with at the centre in that corrections staff

refused to allow him the use of a private room for telephone discussions with his lawyer. 

He says that on a number of occasions he had received phone calls from his lawyer

and staff refused him a private room, insisting instead that he speak with his lawyer in a

public area. He indicated that he had voiced his concerns with the staff a number of

times and received no response or no satisfactory response.

THE DEPARTMENT’S RESPONSE

The complaint was forwarded to the Department of Justice, responsible for correctional

facilities in the Northwest Territories for their response.  

The Department provided me with copies of their Standing Order 10.5 and their

Directive 10.05, both of which relate to inmate rights and privileges regarding telephone

access.

The Directive provides, among other things, that:

a) communication may be monitored or restricted when it is deemed to be a

potential threat to the safety and security of the facility or persons

b) wardens shall ensure that standing orders describe an inmate's right

communicate privately with legal counsel



The Standing Order dealing with telephone communications provides, among other

things:

a) communications may be monitored or restricted when it is deemed to be a

potential threat to the safety and security of the facility or persons;

b) calls to lawyers, MLAs and clergy shall be accommodated as soon as

possible;

c) calls may be monitored in exceptional circumstances upon direction from

the Deputy Warden responsible for security.

Because the complaint was anonymous and the complainant provided very little in the

way of detail, the department could not comment on the specific complaint. They did,

however, confirm that inmates are allowed to undertake private conversations with legal

counsel upon a request to the correctional officer on duty. Inmate telephones are

currently located in an open area but they will be given access to an office that is

specifically used for private phone calls on request.

DISCUSSION

Unfortunately, because the complaint in this case was anonymous, it is impossible to

determine whether the complaint itself was/is well founded. As I have said previously,

however, the existence of policies and procedures does not guarantee that those

policies and procedures are always followed or even that they are consistently followed. 

In the light of this complaint, whether or not it is well founded, I would therefore

recommend that the North Slave Correctional Centre review with all relevant staff the

terms of its policies in this regard and remind them that inmates are entitled, except in

exceptional circumstances, to private conversations with their legal counsel.    

In terms of the policies and procedures in place at the Centre, while Directive 10.05 

does require correctional facilities to create a standing order to ensure that inmates are



able to have private communications with their lawyers on request, the accompanying

Standing Order does not specifically address that requirement. According to the

Directive, wardens are require to ensure that there is a standing order "describing the

inmate's right to communicate privately with legal counsel". The only part of the

Standing Order with respect to telephones that refers to discussions with legal counsel

provides only that when a request to speak to legal counsel is made, it "shall be

accommodated as soon as possible."  This statement is include in a paragraph which

outlines the times during the day that telephones are available to inmates for calls.

There is no reference in the Standing Orders to the right to private conversations with

legal counsel. It may be that there is an unwritten understanding or policy in place in the

North Slave Correctional Centre under which inmates are provided with a private room

on request for calls with counsel. It is, however, not a written policy within the Standing

Order and there is nothing within the Standing Order which "describes the inmate's right

to communicate privately with legal counsel." In a setting such as a correctional centre,

where by definition individuals are deprived of certain rights and freedoms, and where

correctional officers are in a position of considerable power over the day to day lives of

the inmates, it is important that the right to speak privately with counsel is articulated in

writing and with specific guidelines. Otherwise, there is the very real possibility that the

correctional officer can deny access to a private phone for such calls and still be

completely within the articulated policy directives. This is not to say that I believe that

inmates are necessarily being denied the ability to call their lawyers and speak to them

privately on a regular basis, but I can see the possibility of that happening.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I recommend that the North Slave Correctional Centre (and all other like facilities in the

Northwest Territories) review their Standing Orders, and in particular Standing Order

10.05, to ensure that it clearly articulates that inmates have  the right speak with their

lawyers privately by telephone and that it describes how that right will be provided.
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